ABSTRACT Knowledge representation learning, which embeds entities and relations of knowledge graph into low-dimensional vectors, is efficient for predicting missing facts. Knowledge graph datasets only store positive triplets. Nevertheless, negative cases are similarly crucial in knowledge representation learning. Conventionally, corrupted triplets are uniformly generated as negative cases, but actually, these corrupted triplets are heterogeneous. The majority of corrupted triplets are trivial, and they have limited influence on learning. Regarding the large number of corrupted triplet candidates, it is not efficient to train the model by uniformly generated corrupted triplets. Generative adversarial network (GAN)-inspired approaches are proposed to remit easily discriminated negative training examples, enabling faster and better convergence of the embedding models. Pre-trained external sampling models are required in these approaches. In this paper, we introduce a simple but strong negative sampling approach for adversarial knowledge representation learning, named loss adaptive sampling mechanism, which is efficient without an external sampling model. Furthermore, false negative cases are always over-trained in the training stage with efficient negative sampling approaches. We propose a push-up mechanism and verify whether it is feasible to alleviate these over-trained false negative cases. The experimental results show that our adversarial knowledge representation learning approach outperforms the GAN-based sampling method-KBGAN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs (KGs) such as WordNet [1] , Freebase [2] , Yago [3] , and DBpedia [4] provide effective structured multi-relational information with enormous triplet facts in the form of (head entity, relation, tail entity)(denoted as (h, r, t)). Recently, they have been successfully applied to many natural language processing tasks and intelligent system applications. However, despite the wide usage and vast size of knowledge graphs, they still suffer from sparsity and incompleteness.
Knowledge representation learning (also called knowledge graph embedding) approaches [5] , which embed entities and relations of knowledge graph into low-dimensional vectors, can alleviate feature sparsity problem of knowledge graph usages. Meanwhile, they also provide an efficient solution to predict missing facts in incomplete knowledge graphs.
The main idea of predicting missing facts is to get recovery of missing facts of knowledge graphs by filling in the missing part of incomplete triplets w.r.t. the existing facts, i.e., complete the tail part of (h, r, ?) or the head part of (?, r, t). In most cases, this task is called link prediction.
Link prediction w.r.t. knowledge representation learning has gained great attention, since the first translation-based model (TransE [6] ) proposed. Currently, translation-based embedding models ([6] - [16] ) and probability-based models ( [17] - [23] ) are efficient and achieve the state-of-the-art performance over link prediction task. In this paper, we focus on translation-based embedding models.
Typically, translation-based embedding models design different sophisticated score functions for triplets. They are trained to discriminate positive triplets from the negative ones by relative lower scores, considering their loss functions. Common knowledge graphs only contain positive triplets. The corrupted triplets generated by replacing one entity part of each positive triplet with randomly selected entities are conventionally used as negative samples [6] .
This uniformly randomly generating approach treats all corrupted triplets equivalently from the beginning to the end of training. However, the corrupted triplets are in nonuniform distribution, which means many negative cases are trivial comparing with some difficult cases.
Due to the fact that the embedding of all entities and relations in the knowledge graph are randomly initialized, nearly all unobserved negative triplets generated by uniformly randomly corrupting are effective at the beginning of training. After training for a few epochs, most of these randomly generated negative triplets achieve scores that are out of the margin to the positive triplets. Then, these negative triplets make no contribution to improving the embeddings by gradient descent. This phenomenon is called zero loss problem in [24] .
Statistics show that the ratio of zero loss cases grows dramatically as the training process goes on, as is illustrated in Figure 1 . Thus, random negative sampling would cause very slow convergence and even fail to get the best result. To alleviate this problem, GAN-like negative sampling approaches, such as KBGAN [25] and GAN-scratch (GAN-pretrain) [24] , have been proposed. In these approaches, external negative sampling models are proposed to find efficient cases for training. Reference [27] also proposes some negative sampling approaches. Experimental results show their superiority in many cases compared to random sampling.
However, external negative sampling models will increase the complexity of training. It is not adequate to verify the advantage of external negative sampling models by comparing them with uniform random sampling approach.
In this paper, we exploit the loss distribution of training embedding model and propose a loss adaptive sampling (LAS) mechanism without external negative sampling models. It is simple but efficient to generate adversarial negative training cases, and we consider it as a baseline for negative sampling. We can estimate the advantage and disadvantage of other negative sampling approaches based on LAS. Generally, our LAS mechanism gets faster and better convergence than KBGAN. Meanwhile, the reward from the training embedding model reflects the quality of sampled negative cases, we verify the necessity of it in negative sampling by experiments.
Notably, some unobserved positive triplets may be generated as negative samples by corruption. For example, given a positive triplet (Steven Jobs, hasGender, Male) and an entity Bill Gates in the knowledge graph, corrupted triplet (Bill Gates, hasGender, Male) may be generated as a negative case. This triplet is an unobserved positive triplet for the knowledge graph. Thus, it is a false negative case in the training process. In existing negative sampling approaches, false negative cases are misused as difficult corrupted triplets. Thus, these efficient negative sampling approaches may lead to over-training of false negative cases. This phenomenon can be observed clearly in KBGAN training over FB15k237. As an evidence, the mean rank of FB15k237 trained by KBGAN grows significantly in the evaluation.
Though it is impracticable to discriminate all false negative cases from difficult corrupted triplets definitely, we can treat some of them as positive triplets conditionally. In this paper, we propose a push-up mechanism to alleviate the over-trained false negative cases. The essential of this mechanism is that pushing up some plausible difficult corrupted triplets w.r.t. easy cases may alleviate some over-trained false negative cases.
The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:
1) First, we propose a reasonable and strong approach, LAS mechanism, experimental results shows its competitive advantage w.r.t SotA negative sampling approach KBGAN in [25] . Furthermore, we show the effectiveness of this mechanism compared to other state-of-the-art models over FB15k237 and WN18RR. 2) Second, we verify the reward is necessary for negative sampling approaches. 3) Third, we propose a push-up mechanism to alleviate over-trained false negative cases for negative sampling approaches. Experiment results show its effect and prospect. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the basic notions of knowledge representation learning models in Section II. We then provide a brief introduction of KBGAN in Section III. We present our simple but strong method, including the loss adaptive negative sampling approach and the push-up mechanism in Section IV. We show the experimental settings in Section V and present our experimental evaluation on loss adaptive sampling in several aspects in Section VI. Evaluation is done on the push-up mechanism in Section VII. We then introduce other negative sampling approaches as related work in Section VIII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section IX. VOLUME 7, 2019 
II. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION LEARNING FOR LINK PREDICTION
In this paper, we denote a triplet as (h, r, t) and h, t and r are vectors of entities h, t and relation r respectively. For a knowledge graph, we denote E the set of entities, R the set of relations, T the set of observed positive triplets, and C the set of corrupted triplets. In the following part of this section, we introduce translation-based models and how to learn them.
A. TRANSLATION-BASED MODELS
As is shown in the introduction, translation-based models are efficient on link prediction. Most of the translation-based models (e.g., TransE [6] , TransH [7] , TransR [8] , TransD [9] , KG2E [10] , TransA [11] , TranSparse [12] , TransG [13] , STransE [14] , puTransE [15] , and ITransF [16] ) define an energy function according to estimate the reliability of triplets, and a margin based loss function as objective function.
1) ENERGY BASED SCORE FUNCTION
The first translation-based model, TransE [6] , projects both entities and relations into the same continuous low-dimensional vector space, considering h + r ≈ t for positive triplets. The energy function of TransE is defined as:
where L1 and L2 represent L1 and L2 norm. The energy function should achieve lower score if a triplet holds. By tuning the score of positive triplets, the TransE model can capture the structural similarity among entities connected by the same relation. TransE is simple and efficient for modeling oneto-one relations. It does not perform well in dealing with complicated relations (e.g. relations of type 1-M, M-1 and M-M).
To address this issue, TransH [7] enables entities to have different distances in different relations by projecting entities on relation-specific hyper-planes. TransR [8] directly models entities and relations in the separate entity and relation spaces, projecting both head and tail entities from entity space to same relation-specific space. Both TransH and TransR alleviate the issue, but still cannot handle reflective, transitive, and other complicated relations.
TransD [9] , TranSpare [12] , STransE [14] and ITransF [16] etc, project head and tail entities in different relation-specific space. The energy function of STransE is as follows:
where M rh and M rt are matrices to project head or tail entity vectors into a relation-specific space. Almost all features of positive triplets for separate relations could be possibly captured by this energy function. The differences among STransE and other three models are that TransD uses fewer parameters by representing the matrices with vectors, TranSpare considers the heterogeneity and imbalance of facts for relations, and ITransF captures the association of matrices among relations. Despite the better performance of them compared to TransE, they are much harder to train.
2) MARGIN BASED LOSS FUNCTION
Now, nearly all translation-based models mentioned in section II-A.1, minimize the same loss function as follows:
where γ > 0 is a margin hyperparameter, ReLU function [x] + = max(0, x) is the hinge loss, and C(h, r, t) is the negative sampling set (corrupted triplets) of positive fact (h, r, t) ∈ T , C(h, r, t) is the cardinality of C(h, r, t), L i is the loss of (h, r, t) w.r.t. generated triplet (h i , r , t i ). Usually, γ is set global in translation-based models.
For a positive triplet (h, r, t) the negative sampling set is defined as follows:
In this paper, we select two typical models, TransE and TransD, as the basic translation-based models for baselines and our final approach.
3) OTHER NON-TRANSLATION-BASED MODELS
Probability-based models (e.g., RESCAL [17] , DistMult [18] , HolE [19] , ComplEx [20] , and ConvE [23] etc), are another group of efficient embedding models over link prediction task. These models do not have a unified formulation. Typically, they exploit probability-based scoring functions and link the score of a triplet to the probability of the triplet to be true.
RESCAL is the first tensor factorization approach to relational learning. Each relation in knowledge graph is represented as a matrix. The score function of RESCAL is defined as follows:
where M r is the matrix of relation r. DistMult simplifies RESCAL by restricting M r to diagonal matrices. ComplEx extends DistMult by introducing complex-valued for entity vectors and diagonal relation matrixes to model asymmetric relations accurately. The score function of ComplEx is defined as follows:
where h, diag(r) and t are complex-valued, t is the conjugate vector of t and Re(·) means the real part of a complex value. HOLE coordinates the expressive power of RESCAL with the efficiency and simplicity of DistMult, and [28] shows the equivalence of HOLE and ComplEx embeddings for link prediction.
ConvE is a link prediction model that uses 2D convolution over embeddings and multiple layers of nonlinear features to model knowledge graphs. It is expressive and fast through GPU-accelarated 1-N scoring. Also, it is highly parameter efficient compared with DistMult.
Many other probability-based models, e.g. ProjE [21] , ANALOGY [22] and R-GCN [29] , also achieve good results for link prediction. There are also a wide variety of models incorporating with additional information to further improve the task. For example, SSE [30] and TKRL [31] consider the entity type, PTransE [32] and RTransE [33] exploit relation paths, TEKE [34] and DKRL [35] embed knowledge graph with textual information, KALE [36] and RUGE [37] utilize logical rules.
In this paper, we select several remarkable models, DistMult, ComplEx, R-GCN and ConvE for state-of-the-art comparison.
B. TRANSLATION-BASED MODELS LEARNING
Knowledge representation learning models are trained to discriminate positive and negative triplets. Unlike traditional binary classifier, the representations of all training examples are randomly initialized. These initialized vectors of entities and relations are the parameters of the models.
Knowledge graphs only store observed positive triplets. However, there are also many unobserved triplets exploited in knowledge representation learning. As is shown before, corrupted triplets are the main group of unobserved triplets, including both unobserved positive and unobserved negative triplets. Meanwhile, there are also some other unobserved positive triplets which may have potential associations with observed positive triplets.
For translation-based models, the score of each triplet is estimated by energy function with its parameters. Ordinarily, the positive triplets are trained to score lower and negative triplets are trained to score higher.
Commonly, translation-based models select positive triplets by batch in the training stage. For a selected positive triplet (h, r, t), only one negative triplet is sampled from the corrupted candidate set C(h, r, t). The score of the positive triplet and its negative triplet will be tuned lower and higher accordingly by gradient descent.
The training procedure will affect a lot on the performance of the models. Figure 2 shows the optimal and actual performance of current translation-based models training.
In the training stage of knowledge representation learning, the corrupted triplets are pushed away from the observed positive triplets by gradient descent of loss and some unobserved positive triplets will be pushed up by the inherent inference capability of the model.
As is illustrate in this figure, translation-based models intend to make all unobserved negative cases in corrupted triplets out of the margin w.r.t. observed positive cases and keep all unobserved positive cases having lower scores.
Actually, Actually, without selecting proper negative cases, the models often fail to tune the difficult negative cases (e.g., the unobserved negative cases in corrupted triplets in the blue segmented circle of Figure 2 ). However, picking only difficult cases in training may lead to over-training of some false negative cases (e.g., the unobserved positive cases are mixed with many other difficult negative cases in Figure 2 ).
In the next section, we will introduce the current stateof-the-art negative sampling approach KBGAN [25] and list several questions need to answer over it.
III. NEGATIVE SAMPLING
Negative sampling is essential for the learning stage of all knowledge representation learning approaches. It is the approach to select proper negative cases for each positive triplet. Currently, GAN-based negative sampling approaches, which deals with the zero loss problem, get remarkable results. KBGAN [25] is one state-of-the-art approach among them.
A. KBGAN
An overview of KBGAN framework is shown in Figure 3 . Typically, the generator is a pretrained negative triplet selector, and the discriminator is an embedding model needed to be trained for final link prediction task. Concretely, pretrained translation-based model (TransE or TransD) are used as the discriminator and pretrained probability-based model (ComplEx or DistMult) as the generator. In the training stage, the generator samples one corrupted triplet for a selected positive triplet by calculating a probability distribution over a set of candidate corrupted triplets. VOLUME 7, 2019 Then, the discriminator is trained by the given pair, negative triplet from the generator and the selected positive triplet. it gives feedback to the generator as a reward. Finally, the generator is adjusted by the feedback to maximize the expectation of further reward.
It assumes that triplets with higher scores in the generator of KBGAN are more difficult to be distinguished. Therefore, difficult cases can be sampled by this score of the generator.
Let (h, r, t) the selected positive triplet, and f G r (h, t) the score function of the generator (ComplEx or DistMult), the probability of a corrupted triplet (h , r, t ) sampled from the small candidate set Neg(h, r, t) is defined as:
There are two main reasons for KBGAN to sample corrupted triplets from the small set Neg(h, r, t) ⊆ C(h, r, t) instead of the whole candidate set of the positive triplet. First, it is of high compute cost to sample the hardest corrupted triplet from the whole corrupted triplet set due to the large amount of entities. Furthermore, the hardest negative triplets are very likely to be false negative cases. Thus, a small number of entities are uniformly sampled from the whole entity set to generate the small candidate set Neg(h, r, t) for each positive triplet in KBGAN. However, false negative cases are still over-trained in the KBGAN as is described in the introduction.
The reward is estimated by the score of the sampled corrupted triplet (h', r, t') in the discriminator. The generator will get more reward if this score is lower in the discriminator. The corrupted triplet is more difficult than other corrupted cases for the discriminator. In another word, the generator is tuned to select difficult cases preferentially.
B. QUESTIONS FOR GAN-BASED NEGATIVE SAMPLING APPROACHES
Despite KBGAN get a remarkable result, there are still many problems. In this paper, we focus on the following questions in knowledge graph embedding: 1) Is it possible to do adversarial training without an external sampling model and does approach with the external sampling model have its benefit? 2) Is the reward is necessary for adversarial training? 3) Is it possible to alleviate over-trained false negative cases? From these questions, we want to better understand GAN-based models and propose more efficient negative sampling approaches in the future. It is significant that we cannot answer them by KBGAN comparing with uniform random sampling. In the following, we will introduce our approach, and answer these questions with experimental results.
IV. OUR APPROACH
Ignoring the expression and inference limitations of knowledge representation learning models, zero loss problem and false negative problem are major obstacles to the performance of models. In this paper, we propose a negative sampling mechanism called loss adaptive sampling (LAS) to deal with the zero loss problem and a push-up mechanism for false negative cases.
In this paper, LAS is a simple but strong adversarial negative sampling approach without an external sampling model. It intends to sample corrupted triplets which bring about large loss over their positive cases. The push-up mechanism is designed to alleviate over-trained false negative cases. In translations-based models, it intends to lower the score of false negative cases while retaining the score other difficult corrupted triplets. As is illustrated in Figure 4 , the corrupted triplets are pushed away from the observed positive triplets by gradient descent of loss, but unlike uniform sampling, LAS sample corrupted triplets with different probabilities. It is significant that the corrupted triplets with lower score lead to higher loss, and these corrupted triplets are pushed down with higher probabilities. Meanwhile, some unobserved positive triplets may be pushed up by the models' inherent inference capability. Furthermore, false negative cases are pushed up to get lower score.
In the following part of this section, we describe the mathematical details of loss adaptive sampling approach and the push-up mechanism. Finally, we introduce the training process in detail.
A. LOSS ADAPTIVE SAMPLING
Roughly, loss adaptive sampling (LAS) can be considered as a variant of GAN-based negative sampling approach without external models. The generator and discriminator of LAS approach are the same translation-based embedding model for final link prediction task. Without loss of generality, we consider it as discriminator, namely D.
For the generator stage, the main point of LAS is to select an unobserved triplets from candidate set by loss-based adaptive probability. Similar to KBGAN, we apply a softmax function to loss of candidates to obtain the adaptive probability.
Formally, for a given positive triplet (h, r, t) ∈ P, the negative sample candidate set Neg(h, r, t) is defined as follows:
where C(h, r, t) is the corrupted triplet set of (h, r, t), (h i , r, t i ) is the i th candidate w.r.t. positive fact (h, r, t) in Neg(h, r, t), and N s is the number of candidates. The generated probability of the i th candidates is defined as follows:
where (h j , r, t j ) is the j th candidate w.r.t. positive fact (h, r, t) in Neg(h, r, t), and T s > 0 is the softmax temperature to adjust the significance of large loss. Without loss discrimination of softmax function, the probability p i can be rewritten as follows:
Actually, Eq. 11 has stronger discrimination than Eq. 10, due to the removal of ReLU function [x] + .
For translation-based model enhanced by LAS, we can rewrite the loss function in Eq. 3 into L D as follows:
where L i is the loss similar to Eq. 4. Suppose (h s , r, t s ) is generated by LAS for (h, r, t), N nz is the number of candidates with none-zero loss, it is significant that expectation of probability of (h s , r, t s ) is non-zero loss candidate E(p nz ) >= N nz C(h,r,t) . In each batch of training, for expectation of gradients, E(∇L D ) >= E(∇L). From this point of view, LAS is definitely helpful for dealing with zero loss problem.
We apply the LAS mechanism to TransE and TransD in experiments comparing with KBGAN [25] . Same with KBGAN, we sample difficult cases from a small candidate set on account of compute cost and unknown false negative cases.
B. OVER-TRAINED FALSE NEGATIVE CASES ALLEVIATION BY PUSH-UP MECHANISM
Existing negative sampling approaches [5] have noticed the false negative cases, and tried to reduce the probability of training with these cases. However, efficient negative sampling approaches, like GAN-based sampling and our loss adaptive sampling, may inevitably lead to over-training of false negative cases. At least, these approaches have higher risk than uniform random negative sampling.
In this paper, we propose a push-up mechanism to alleviate over-trained false negative cases. The main idea of this mechanism is to push-up the most probable false negative cases w.r.t. most probable true negative cases in a group of corrupted candidates. Same with LAS, we can sample both of them from the small candidate set Neg(h, r, t), and N s is the number of candidates. The most probable false negative cases is sampled by LAS, and they can be filtered by some restrictions to reduce true negative cases from them. The most probable true negative cases is the easy case in candidate set Neg(h, r, t).
1) SAMPLING THE EASY CASE
Specially, for positive triplet (h, r, t), suppose (h s , r, t s ) is generated by LAS, (h e , r, t e ) is an easy case, we can train model with pair ((h s , r, t s ) , (h e , r, t e )) instead of ((h, r, t), (h s , r, t s )) with a Bernoulli distribution B (1, p up ) . We consider p up as a hyperparameter in this paper, and adjusting the probability adaptively with additional information is for future work.
Compared with the Eq. 11, the probability p e i for easy case sampling can be rewritten as follows:
where T e is the softmax temperature.
2) FILTERING THE MOST PROBABLE FALSE NEGATIVE CASES
Though we cannot discriminate all false negative cases definitely, we can reduce some true negative cases from the most probable false negative cases by some simple restrictions. For example, corrupted triplets which violate the domain/range restriction of its relation is definitely not false negative. In the following of this part, we will formally introduce the filtering by this restriction. Unlike local closed-world assumption in [16] and [37] , we consider the domain of relations are identical incomplete with the knowledge graph. Instead of verifying the most probable false negative cases in the expanded domain, we simply restrict that the candidate entities of false negative cases should not be in unrelated domains.
Formally, dom Head r and dom Tail r are the observed head or tail domain of relation r ∈ R, the domain set is defined as follows: (14) and the set disjoint domains of dom * r ∈ Doms is defined as follows: (15) where * means Head or Tail.
Without loss of generality, for positive triplet (h, r, t), let (h s , r, t) is a generated most probable false negative cases, we push up (h s , r, t), if h s / ∈ disDoms(dom Head r , Doms). So it is with the most probable false negative cases generated by tail corruption.
For simplicity, we verify the effect of push-up on difficult dataset WN18RR, as nearly all domains of relations in VOLUME 7, 2019 WN18RR are interacted with each other and filtering can be omitted.
C. MODEL TRAINING
The training process of translation-based model with our loss adaptive sampling and push-up mechanism is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Loss Adaptive Sampling for Translation-Based Model
Input: Training set of positive triplets P = {(h, r, t)} and discriminator D with parameters θ D and score function f r (h, t) and pretrained and pushup. Output: Loss adaptive trained discriminator. 1 Initialize discriminator D with parameters θ D randomly; 2 if pretrained then 3 Pretrain D. 4 while not convergence do 5 Sample a mini-batch of data T batch from T ; 6 P batch = ∅; // initialize the set of pairs of training samples.
7
for (h, r, t) ∈ T batch do 8 
Uniformly sample N s unobserved candidates Neg(h, r, t) = {(h
Calculate the probability each candidate of being generated by Eq. 11: Update θ D of discriminator D with P batch by gradient descent;
To be specific, we select two typical translation-based models, TransE and TransD, to take the role of discriminator D. The boolean parameter pretrained, indicates whether the discriminator should be pretrained or not. We use ''TransE + LAS'' / ''TransD + LAS'' to name pretrained TransE/TransD with LAS, and ''TransE* + LAS''/ ''TransD* + LAS'' for no pretrained correspondingly. The Boolean parameter pushup, shows whether the push-up mechanism is enabled or not. Similar with LAS, we directly add '' + UP''.
At each training epoch, we iterate over the training set in mini-batch to train the parameters of the discriminator by Adam stochastic optimization [39] , similar to KBGAN [25] . We apply L1 regularization on discriminator's parameters.
In addition, we use the epoch limitation as termination condition, in order to compare our approach with other sampling methods.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS ON LINK PREDICTION TASK
Link prediction is one of the most important knowledge graph completion tasks without external information and has been widely adopted to verify the embedding model's quality.
A. DATASETS
Experiments are conducted on three datasets, FB15k237, WN18 and WN18RR. FB15k237 is a difficult subset of FB15k which inverse relations are removed [23] , while FB15k itself is a subset of Freebase [2] . WN18 and WN18RR are subsets of Wordnet [1] , and WN18RR is the difficult subset of WN18. The statistics of them are listed in Table 1 . 
B. EVALUATION METRICS
In testing stage, link prediction can be considered as an entity ranking problem. For each test triplet (h, r, t), we replace the head (or tail) entity by all the entities in the entities set E, and rank all entities w.r.t. the score of all corresponding triplets. We evaluate the results by three metrics as the previous works on knowledge representation learning: 1) Mean Rank (MR), the mean rank of the correct entities.
2) Mean Reciprocal Ranking (MRR), the mean value of reciprocal rank of the correct entities. 3) Hits@10 (H@10), the proportion of the correct entities ranked in top 10. Lower Mean Rank, higher MRR or higher H@10 reflect better results. Since a corrupted triplet might also exist in train, validation or test set, ranking it ahead of the original triplet is also acceptable. Thus, we only report results under the filtered setting [6] .
C. HYPERPARAMETERS
In this paper, there are mainly seven hyperparameters in our model, loss adaptive sampling: 1) k, the embedding dim of TransE or TransD.
2) γ , the margin for margin based loss function of TransE or TransD. 3) N pre , the number of epochs TransE or TransD pretrained. 
4)
N s , the size of sampling candidates set. 5) T s , the softmax temperature for sampling the difficult negative triplets. 6) T e , the softmax temperature for sampling the easy cases. 7) p up , the probability of push-up the most probable false negative triplets w.r.t. easy cases.
VI. EVALUATION OF LOSS ADAPTIVE SAMPLING MECHANISM A. DESIGNED EXPERIMENTS
Three experiments are designed in the evaluation of loss adaptive sampling: 1) Evaluate LAS mechanism by comparing with KBGAN.
2) Evaluate the effect of reward.
3) Compare TransE enhanced by LAS with other state-of-the-art models. In order to get convincing comparison with KBGAN, the results in Section VI-B and Section VI-C include two parts: the finally results on test data in the tables and the learning curves on validation data in the figures. Our approach is implemented over the code of KBGAN [25] . Details and results are shown in the following part of this section.
B. COMPARE LOSS ADAPTIVE SAMPLING WITH KBGAN
In order to verify the efficiency of LAS w.r.t. KBGAN, we select two base models, TransE and TransD, and apply KBGAN and LAS mechanism on them. Specially, we compare the following methods In the implementation of this part, we select ComplEx as the generator. The main reason for this selection is that the generator DISTMULT or ComplEx does not affect performance greatly. To make the methods comparable, we do not change the hyperparameters and settings of KBGAN, and use the same hyperparameters and pretrained models with KBGAN in our approaches.
Specially, for FB15k237, WN18, WN18RR, the embedding dimensions of TransE and TransD is k = 50, the margin for loss function is γ = 3.0, the size of sampling candidates set is N s = 20, the softmax temperature for sampling the difficult negative triplets is T s = 1.0. The pretrained epochs of TransE + LAS and TransD + LAS is N pre = 1000.
Results of approaches in this part as well as pretrained models are shown in Table 2 . Both pretrained and random initialization settings of LAS bring an improvement to the TransE and TransD model, which indicates that LAS mechanism is definitely helpful in dealing with zero loss problem. TransD performs slightly better than TransE on FB15k-237, WN18 and WN18RR.
Results show LAS performs better than KBGAN w.r.t. TransE and TransD in dataset FB15k237 and WN18RR, and comparable in dataset WN18. From Table 2 , we can find LAS get better results t comparing with KBGAN by the metric MR on all three datasets (FB15k237, WN18, WN18RR). Meanwhile, LAS get better results comparing with KBGAN on FB15k237 by all the three metrics (MRR, MR and H@10).
There are two noticeable phenomena in the result. First, for dataset FB15k237, the mean rank increases after TransE / TransD enhanced by LAS / KBGAN. It may be related with over-training of false negative cases. KBGAN gets very bad mean rank here, may be result of its over-training before the generator gets the distribution of discriminator's embedding. Second, for dataset WN18, KBGAN gets better MRR than LAS, and the pretrained ComplEx gets a good MRR result. It shows that external models maybe helpful to bring information from other aspects.
We illustrate the training progress of the experiments by showing performances of them on validation set, which are displayed in Figure 5 . Table 2 .
Overall, LAS is a simple but strong baseline for GAN-based negative sampling approaches. External sampling model can provide additional information for translation-based models. In this part, we notice the polarities of external sampling model in KBGAN. KBGAN with good external models lead to better MRR results and worse MR result than LAS. Further studies are needed to take advantage of external models.
C. THE NECESSARY OF REWARD
In order to verify the necessary of reward part in negative sampling approaches, we compare KBGAN (TransE + ComplEx) and TransE* + LAS with the no reward cases, which means the generators of them will not change after pretrained.
TransE* + LAS (no reward) includes a pretrained generator and a randomly initialized discriminator, and it can be regarded as the near miss sampling in [27] . In this part of experiments, we use the same hyperparameters as Section VI-B.
Results in this part are shown in Table 3 . From the results, we can find KBGAN and LAS perform better with reward on all three datasets FB15k-237, WN18 and WN18RR.
As is illustrated in Figure 6 , the KBGAN and LAS still get remarkable improvement in many cases, and TransE* + LAS (no-reward) gets better MRR than TransE* + LAS for dataset WN18. But adjusting the generator by reward adaptively is significant helpful in nearly all the cases.
It is clear that the scores of corrupted triplets are changing in the training step. Some of the most difficult ones may be well-trained after a certain number of epochs. These cases are no longer helpful training. If we do not adjust the sampler (generator), it may also lead to zero loss problem. From this aspect, exploiting the dynamic distribution of negative samples is essential for faster and better convergence of embedding models. From the MR metric of dataset FB15k237, we can observe the adjustment procedure of KBGAN w.r.t. reward. VOLUME 7, 2019 
D. COMPARE WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART MODELS
In this part, we compare TransE enhanced by LAS with stateof-the-art models on two difficult datasets FB15k237 and WN18RR. In order to make the results of our approach more competitive, we adjust some hyperparameters in the training.
For TransE* + LAS, we set the embedding dimensions of TransE k = 100, and the margin for loss function γ = 4.0, and for WN18RR, we set the embedding dimensions of TransE k = 100, and the margin for loss function γ = 5.0. [23] .
From the Table 4 , we can find the TransE enhanced by LAS is comparable with state-of-the-art models on difficult datasets. Furthermore, TransE* + LAS is trained 1000 epochs in this part and the sampling size N s is 20. It is significantly faster than other state-of-the-art models.
VII. EVALUATION OF PUSH-UP MECHANISM
In the section, we verify the effect of push-up mechanism on dataset WN18RR. We select pretrained TransE enhanced by LAS (TransE + LAS) for comparison, to avoid the mixture of difficult and easy cases.
For TransE + LAS, we directly use the result from VI-B, and for TransE + LAS + UP we set the softmax temperature for sampling the easy cases T e = 0.2, the probability of push-up the most probable false negative cases w.r.t. easy cases p up = 0.2. From Table 5 , we can find that TransE + LAS + UP get better mean rank (MR) and Hits@10 (H@10) than TransE + LAS. The decrease of mean rank, verifies that the push-up mechanism can alleviate some over-trained false negative cases.
In Figure 7 , we can find the push-up mechanism improves the mean rank steadily and gets acceptable Hits@10. But, it is not helpful for the metric MRR. This phenomenon is due to blindly push-up. It is in sight that adaptive push-up mechanism considering additional information can go further. The push-up mechanism can be helpful for GAN-based negative sampling approaches. 
VIII. RELATED WORK
Currently, adversarial training has been widely adopted in various deep learning tasks. For knowledge representation learning, GAN-scratch (GAN-pretrain) [24] is another efficient GAN-based negative sampling approach. GAN-scratch (GAN-pretrain) has a similar framework with KBGAN [25] . The main differences between them are that they have different generators. In GAN-scratch (GAN-pretrain), a two layers fully-connected neural network model is designed as the generator. ReLU function is added after the first entity-relation concatenated layer and softmax function is added to the second layer. The negative sample is selected w.r.t. the softmax value on scores of all corrupted triplets. Additionally, different policy gradient functions w.r.t. rewards from discriminators are proposed in GAN-scratch (GAN-pretrain) and KBGAN.
Without loss of generality, we mainly compare our LAS with KBGAN in the simulation results and show that our adversarial approach LAS get competitive results.
In [27] , the static negative sampling models, nearestneighbor sampling and near-miss sampling, are proposed for negative sampling. These models can be considered as GAN-based models without reward function. We analyze the effect of reward by experiments and show that the reward is necessary for adversarial knowledge graph learning.
Actually, negative sampling has attracted a lot of attention before GAN-based sampling approaches.
In order to reduce false negative samples in training, [7] sets different probabilities for replacing the head or tail entity of positive training samples. Specifically, for each relation r, it calculates two statistics: the average number of tail entities per head entity tph, and the average number of head entities per tail entity hpt, and defines a Bernoulli distribution B(1, tph hpt+tph ) to generate head or tail corrupted negative triplets: for given a positive triplet (h, r, t) of the relation r, with probability tph hpt+tph to corrupt the triplet by replacing the head, and with probability hpt hpt+tph to corrupt the triplet by replacing the tail. This mechanism has been widely adopted in many translation-based models [5] . However, this approach will increase the risk of zero loss problem. Our push-up mechanism will get better results for dealing with false negative cases without increasing the risk of zero loss problem when efficient filters are exploited.
The influence of the number of negative samples generated for each positive training sample is also investigated in some non-translation-based embedding models. Generating more negatives usually leads to better results for the ComplEx model, and a trade-off between accuracy and training time are also considered in [20] . In [21] , 25% entities of whole entity set E are selected to generate negative samples achieving consistent performance in ProjE. In this paper, we focus on training of translation-based models and will extend our approach to other models in the future.
Type information of entities is also considered in corrupted triplets generation. In [38] , given a positive triplet (h, r, t) of the relation r, corrupt triplets with entities out of the domain or range of the relation r are ignored in both training and testing. Though the type-constraint and local closed-world assumption in [38] is not practical for many incomplete knowledge graphs, they lead to significantly faster training and testing for link prediction tasks. Furthermore, [16] proposes a ''domain sampling'' mechanism to define a Bernoulli distribution for sampling entities from the same domain or from the whole entity set. In our push-up mechanism, we also make use of domain restriction to filter false negative cases and will introduce more efficient restrictions in the future.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a loss adaptive sampling mechanism to deal with zero loss problem for improving translation-based knowledge graph embedding models. More specifically, LAS can be considered as an adversarial training approach without external sampling model and outperforms GAN-based sampling method KBGAN. Furthermore, we introduce a push-up mechanism to alleviate over-trained false negative cases. From the experiment results, we can answer the questions in Section III as follows: 1) LAS is an efficient adversarial training without an external sampling model, but external sampling models can provide additional information with their inference capability; 2) The reward is necessary for adversarial knowledge representation learning;
3) The push-up mechanism is helpful to alleviate over-trained false negative cases. For future work, we intend to solve the false negative problem by utilizing simple constraints in the knowledge graph and other information from external models. 
